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Abstract. The workshop provides an opportunity for researchers, practitioners and
designers interested in eAccessibilityto discuss and debate the possibilities for accessibility and
usability in the emerging world of Web 2.0, ubiquitous and pervasive technologies, and
multimodal interaction, bridging desktop and mobile applications.

1 Background to the Workshop
Many approaches for developing user interfaces are based on the concept of user
centered design (UCD). If UCD is applicable, the capabilities of users, analysis of
tasks and contexts are the basis for all further work including the evaluation of some
interactive system. An approach for designing accessible user interfaces is much
harder to implement as in all steps users with large variations of capabilities and
preferences have to be considered.
Communities of users have unique ways of addressing issues and different
approaches for solving problems arising from lack of accessibility. Web 2.0 addresses
communities of users specifically and allows authoring of content in flexible ways.
But authoring of Web 2.0 content by users with different disabilities is still difficult
and new approaches to implement assistive technologies will be needed to ensure
successful integration of these users.

2Goals and Issues
The workshop aims to develop a better understanding of the varied communities of
users in the digital world, how accessible design solutions benefit from collaboration
of users having possibly different if not contradicting requirements, systems that
support such collaboration and evaluation methods allowing better insight by experts
into the limitations of assistive technologies while using services in the digital world
collaboratively.

Web 2.0 has arrived with a plethora of possibilities to contribute information through
many types of media. The workshop is interested in studies accessibility issues related
to usage of such services.
Mobile devices combine social platforms with location based services. Thereby the
digital and the physical world may be bridged while taking the physical context of
services and applications into account. In this context, lack of mobility adds to the
possible of accessibility of mobile services. Reporting about obstacles, collaborative
pre-journey systems, finding accessible routes and rating places from the perspective
of users with a disability or who are elderly are topics of this workshop.
Novel cyber-physical systems (Lee, 2008) integrate computational with physical
design, propose more natural user interfaces, may be multimodal, and are
implemented as embedded systems. Accessibility of cyber-physical devices is much
harder to ensure as embedded devices lack assistive technologies by and large.
Tangible user interfaces are one example. Access by physically impaired people to
collaborative tangible interaction for example on large multitouch tables cannot easily
be ensured by writing software and must be designed from the beginning on.
Submissions to this workshop should address solutions for designing accessible
cyber-physical systems.
Support tools and methods in all stages of user-centered design are to be considered in
Web 2.0 application domains such as education, location-based services, and egovernment. Cloud-based computing and collaborative accessibility are examples for
new technologies which may be utilized for better integration of all users.

Organisation
The Accessible Design in the Digital World conference was conceived by the
University of Dundee's Digital Media Access Group, which was held in Dundee in
2005. ADDW 2008 was hosted by York University and brought an international
group together, who were presenting their papers over two days (Petrie, 2008).
ADDW 2011 is supported by IFIP Working Group TC 13.3 HCI and Disabilities.
Organizers of ADDW 2008 and chairs of WG 13.3 are organizing this workshop.
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